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We consider the mechanical desorption of an infinitely long lattice polymer chain tethered at one
end to an adsorbing surface. The external force is applied to the free end of the chain and is normal
to the surface. There is a critical value of the desorption force f tr at which the chain desorbs in a
first-order phase transition. We present the phase diagram for mechanical desorption with exact
analytical solutions for the detachment curve: the dependence of f tr on the adsorption energy � �at
fixed temperature T� and on T �at fixed ��. For most lattice models f tr�T� displays a maximum. This
implies that at some given force the chain is adsorbed in a certain temperature window and desorbed
outside it: the stretched state is re-entered at low temperature. We also discuss the energy and heat
capacity as a function of T; these quantities display a jump at the transition�s�. We analyze
short-range and long-range excluded-volume effects on the detachment curve f tr�T�. For short-range
effects �local stiffness�, the maximum value of f tr decreases with stiffness, and the force interval
where re-entrance occurs become narrower for stiffer chains. For long-range excluded-volume
effects we propose a scaling f tr�T1−��Tc−T��/� around the critical temperature Tc, where �
=0.588 is the Flory exponent and ��0.5 the crossover exponent, and we estimated the amplitude.
We compare our results for a model where immediate step reversals are forbidden with recent
self-avoiding walk simulations. We conclude that re-entrance is the general situation for lattice
models. Only for a zigzag lattice model �where both forward and back steps are forbidden� is the
coexistence curve f tr�T� monotonic, so that there is no re-entrance. © 2009 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3110604�

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of polymer adsorption from a solution onto a
solid surface has a long history and is important for many
applications such as adhesion, coating of surfaces, wetting,
adsorption chromatography, etc. A fundamental issue is the
adsorption-desorption transition of an isolated long polymer
chain. There is an important analogy with the melting tran-
sition of a double-stranded DNA. Indeed, the conformational
features in these two cases are similar, consisting of an alter-
nation of trains �or native helix pieces� and single �or double�
loops.

Melting of a double-stranded DNA as well as desorption
of an adsorbed chain can be induced by changing the pH or
temperature of the solution. For the simplest models of DNA
without excluded-volume interactions thermal melting is a
second-order phase transition, the same as the adsorption-
desorption transition.1

In contrast to thermal melting, DNA replication in vivo is
initiated by unzipping of the double-stranded DNA by spe-
cial enzymes �helicase, polymerase, etc.� which open up the
DNA, thereby forming a Y-shaped structure.2 It was pre-
dicted theoretically that the unzipping of DNA occurs as a
first-order transition when the force exceeds a critical value

which depends on temperature.3 Experimentally, the force
required to unzip DNA has been measured �typical forces are
in the range of 10–15 pN� and the unzipping has been called
directional or mechanical melting.4 A similar effect of me-
chanical desorption of a polymer chain was considered theo-
retically and classified as a first-order phase transition.5 Here
we see again the close analogy between force-induced poly-
mer desorption and DNA unzipping: in both cases there is a
competition between a binding potential and an external
stretching force.

Mechanical desorption in experiment can be realized by
retracting one end of a polymer chain attached to an atomic
force microscopy �AFM� tip. The critical value of the force
depends on the nature of the three components polymer/
solvent/surface. It was found that a typical desorbing force
for a polyacrylic acid chain at cationic, hydrophobic and me-
tallic substrates is �70 pN.6

An analytical theory of mechanical desorption was con-
structed a long time ago for an ideal lattice model7 in the
limit N→�, and later for a continuum model with finite
chain length.8–10 Both theories predict the critical desorption
force as a function of the adsorption interaction parameter
and demonstrate a first-order force-induced conformational
phase transition. These theories were formulated in terms of
two dimensionless parameters: u= f� /kT �where f is
the force, � the step length, T the temperature, and k thea�Electronic mail: frans.leermakers@wur.nl.
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Boltzmann constant� and �=� /kT �where � is the adsorption
energy per segment�. Both u and � depend on T, but the
temperature as an independent parameter was never consid-
ered in these theories. In the continuum model, an adsorption
parameter c was introduced as the inverse extrapolation
length, which also did not contain the temperature explicitly.

Monte Carlo �MC� simulations of adsorbing chains in
the presence of an end force were performed for interacting
self-avoiding chains and a phase diagram was constructed in
the three-dimensional parameter space that included the re-
duced monomer-surface interaction �, a reduced monomer-
monomer attraction, and the reduced force u. In the absence
of a force the transitions �adsorption, globulization, and wet-
ting, induced by competition between different interactions�
were found to be continuous,11,12 whereas the force-induced
transitions are first order.

Temperature effects in mechanical desorption were stud-
ied by direct enumeration methods for self-avoiding walks
on simple square and cubic lattices by Mishra et al.13 Data
for short chains with N up to 20–30 segments were analyzed,
and several extrapolation procedures were employed. The
phase diagram is defined by the detachment curve, which
represents the dependence of the critical desorption force on
the temperature, at fixed adsorption energy �. It was shown
that in two dimensions, where the adsorbing surface is re-
placed by a line, the force f tr at the adsorption/desorption
transition increases monotonically as the temperature is low-
ered and it becomes constant at low temperatures. However,
f tr�T� in three dimensions goes through a maximum as the
temperature varies so that the phase diagram in the �T , f�
plane is re-entrant: at low T the stretched state is re-entered.
Similar data for longer chains �up to N=256� were obtained
by Krawczyk et al.11 It was demonstrated also that the dis-
tribution curves for the height of the free end have a unimo-
dal form at any external force.

For a semiflexible chain, the problem was analyzed us-
ing a combination of scaling analysis and MC simulation,14

and the re-entrance effect �although quite marginal� was also
observed.

In a different study,15 the dependence of the critical de-
sorption force on temperature was investigated analytically
for directed-walk models in two and three dimensions. Dif-
ferent classes of directed walks were considered in two di-
mensions, all leading to a monotonic decrease in the desorp-
tion force with increasing temperature. In three dimensions
the phase diagram is re-entrant. Qualitatively similar re-
entrant phase diagrams have been obtained in directed mod-
els of the mechanical denaturation of double-stranded
DNA.16 Although directed walks are quite useful as theoret-
ical models that allow analytical solutions, their inherent an-
isotropy may introduce uncontrolled effects that do not exist
in real polymers in the absence of additional orienting fields.

Historically the adsorption of a flexible polymer chain
on a solid surface was described by ideal random walks on
regular lattices.17–19 These models allow exact analytical so-
lutions for the partition function in the limit of very long
chains, and predict a second-order adsorption/desorption
transition that falls entirely within the mean-field picture,
including a finite jump in the heat capacity and a linear

growth of the order parameter �the fraction � of adsorbed
segments� just below the transition temperature: ��Tc−T.
For a Gaussian chain the dependence of the average number
m of surface contacts on the chain length N at T=Tc is
m�Tc��N1/2. Consequently, the order parameter scales as
��Tc��N−1/2 at the critical point. In a more general picture
that takes into account excluded-volume interactions the
chain-length dependence of the average contact number at
the critical point is given by the scaling law m�Tc��N�,
where � is the crossover exponent, which may differ from 1

2 .
Great efforts were put into understanding excluded-

volume effects in the adsorption transition. Scaling theory
proposed by de Gennes20 predicted that the growth of the
order parameter below the transition temperature is related
only to the crossover index: ���Tc−T�1/�−1. It follows that
the near-critical behavior of standard thermodynamic quanti-
ties such as energy and heat capacity in the thermodynamic
limit is entirely determined by the value of �. This is in
contrast to the geometric properties, such as components of
the gyration tensor, etc., which are governed by the Flory
indices � �in three or two dimensions� for the desorbed and
adsorbed states, respectively. From a theoretical point of
view, the mean-field value �=1 /2 applies to higher-
dimensional spaces with d�4 where excluded-volume ef-
fects are negligible. On the other hand, a conformal-
invariance approach21 in two dimensions also gives, rather
unexpectedly, exactly the value �=1 /2. Various versions of
renormalization group calculations in three-dimensional �3d�
space produce values in the range between �=0.483 �Ref.
22� and �=0.52.22,23

MC simulations are routinely made on regular lattices,
the simple cubic lattice being one of the most popular. Ex-
tensive numerical work using a chain growth Monte Carlo
algorithm �pruned-enriched Rosenbluth method for self-
avoiding walks �SAW� next to an adsorbing surface� for N up
to 8000 and massive statistics produced the estimate �
=0.484�0.002,24 although some other authors obtained the
estimates �=0.530�0.007 �Ref. 25� and �=0.54�0.01,26

using other versions of MC algorithms and other methods of
analysis for the same lattice model. Yet another MC simula-
tion of an off-lattice model with N up to 512 demonstrated
that the heat capacity extrapolated to N→� experiences a
finite jump which is consistent with the mean-field value �
=1 /2.27

We summarize that the exponent � is close to 0.5 al-
though the exact value is still being debated. Very impor-
tantly, this means that adsorption of real self-avoiding poly-
mers is to a large extent described by ideal chain models, at
least as far as thermodynamic properties are concerned.
Quantitatively, excluded-volume effects lead to a shift in the
transition point and a change in the numerical values of the
entropy of the strongly adsorbed state, but these effects are
of the same nature as the difference between various lattice
types.

In this paper we construct the phase diagram for infi-
nitely long ideal chains on a simple cubic lattice and we
demonstrate the origin of the re-entrance effect when the
temperature is treated as an independent variable. We study
the temperature dependence of average chain characteristics,
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such as the order parameter, the energy and the heat capacity
per segment for different cross sections of the phase diagram.
We also show how to extend the theory to a whole class of
ideal lattice chains, most of which have a re-entrant phase
diagram. Only in very special cases is the re-entrance effect
absent.

This present paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
consider phase diagrams for mechanical desorption by com-
paring the free energy of the adsorbed state with that of the
stretched state subject to an applied force. We do that first in
the coordinates �=� /kT and u= f� /kT, and then we consider
the temperature dependence explicitly and present the dia-
gram in the variables kT /� and f� /�. In Sec. III we discuss
some average chain properties in each of the two states �ad-
sorbed and stretched�, and we investigate the temperature
dependence of several thermodynamic properties at a con-
stant external force, in particular when re-entrance occurs. In
Sec. IV we generalize to a broader class of lattice models
accounting for local excluded-volume effects, and we show
that re-entrant behavior persists. We also present a scaling
description of long-range excluded-volume effects on the
phase diagram and compare it to simulation data found in
literature. In Sec. V we discuss an analytical theory for stiff-
ness effects on the detachment curve. In Sec. VI we consider
a particular lattice model �zigzag chain� without re-entrance.
In Appendixes A–C we derive expressions for the adsorption
and stretching free energy of lattice chains, including stiff-
ness effects.

II. PHASE DIAGRAM FOR ADSORBED AND
STRETCHED STATES

In this section we present phase diagrams for mechanical
desorption both in �� ,u� and in �T , f� coordinates. The coex-
istence curve u��� is monotonic and it approaches a straight
line at strong adsorption. The intercept of this line is related
to the entropy of a completely adsorbed �2d� chain. How-
ever, the coexistence curve f�T� is nonmonotonic. In a cer-
tain force interval and with decreasing temperature the poly-
mer chain is first desorbed �stretched�, then adsorbed in some
temperature window, and then desorbed again.

A. „� ,u… phase diagram

A standard model for describing the adsorption of a
polymer chain is a random walk on a regular lattice. For an
end-attached chain the walk starts from the surface. The in-
teraction of each step with the surface is described by a
square-well potential with a depth � and a width �; here � is
the adsorption energy and � is the step length. Usually, the
energy and free energy are measured in kT units, which is
convenient when the temperature is constant. The dimension-
less adsorption energy parameter � is defined as �=� /kT.

The free energy of an infinitely long end-attached ideal
lattice chain can be obtained analytically. For a six-choice
cubic lattice �with five choices for a step starting from the
surface� the reduced chemical potential �the free energy per
step� 	̃ads=	ads /kT was obtained by Rubin17 �for a deriva-
tion, see Appendix A�:

	̃ads���

= �	̃0, � 
 �c,

ln	 e� − 1

e� 
�3 +
e�

e� − 1
− 2� , � � �c, �

�1�
�c = ln�6/5� � 0.182.

Here 	̃0=−In 6 is the reduced chemical potential for a free
coil where each step has six choices, and the reference state
for 	̃ is a rod, which has zero entropy. We also define
�	ads�	ads−	0 as the free energy difference between an
adsorbed and a free coil. Clearly, �	ads=0 for ���c, where
�c=ln�6 /5� is the critical value separating the adsorption re-
gime from the desorption regime.

Figure 1 �thin solid curve� gives a plot of �	̃ads as a
function of �. The diamond on this curve is the critical point.
The asymptotes of �	̃ads in the adsorption regime are shown
as the dotted curves. They are given by

	̃ads � �− �25/6��� − �c�2 − ln 6, � � �c,

− � − ln 4, �  �c.
� �2�

The term ln 4 is the entropy of a flat 2d chain �with four
choices per step� in the strong adsorption limit.

Next we consider the effect of a force f applied to the
free end of the chain in the direction normal to the surface.
Such a force gives rise to a stretching energy −f� per step in
the direction of the force. We express f� again in kT units
and define a parameter u= f� /kT as the ratio between the
stretching energy and the thermal energy. In general, the
chemical potential 	 depends on both � and u. According to
general principles,

	��,u� = min�	ads���,	str�u�� . �3�

In Appendix A it is shown that for long chains the free en-
ergy 	str�u� of a stretched tail is independent of the adsorp-
tion energy, and can be deduced from stretching a free coil,
as described below.

On a simple cubic lattice there are four orientations par-
allel to the surface with a statistical weight unity �here the
force has no effect�, one orientation along the force field with
weight eu, and one orientation opposite to the field with

−0.8

−0.4

0

0 0.4 0.8 1.2

µ∆ �

χ

χ*

FIG. 1. The free energy per step �	̃ads �thin solid curve� of an adsorbed
chain with respect to a free coil as a function of the adsorption energy
parameter � according to Eq. �1�. The diamond is the critical point, the
dotted curves are the asymptotes of Eq. �2�. The thick solid curve is the free
energy �	̃�� ,u� of an adsorbed chain in the presence of a force u=1.5
�Eq. �3��. The chain is stretched for ���� and adsorbed for ����.
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weight e−u. Therefore, the partition function Qstr in the pres-
ence of a force is Qstr= �4+eu+e−u�N= �4+2 cosh u�N. The
corresponding free energy of stretching per step �with respect
to a rod� is given by 	̃str=−N−1 ln Qstr or

	̃str�u� = − ln�4 + 2 cosh u� � �− u2/6 − ln 6, u � 1,

− u , u  1.
�
�4�

In the absence of a force 	str equals 	0. Some more back-
ground on this equation is given in Appendixes A and B.

The thick curve in Fig. 1 shows the free energy �	̃�� ,u�
according to Eq. �3� at u=1.5. For ���� �with ��=0.732 in
this example� this force is sufficient to detach the chain and
the desorbed stretched chain is stable. For ���� the chain
remains adsorbed and is not affected by the force.

The condition 	ads���=	str�u� defines the detachment
curve utr��� where the adsorbed and stretched states coexist.
From Eqs. �1� and �4� the detachment �coexistence� curve
utr��� is found as

utr = − ln	�3 +
e�

e� − 1
− 2 � �5�� − �c� , � � �c,

� + ln 4, �  �c.
�
�5�

Equation �5� was obtained more than 30 years ago.28

Figure 2 gives the phase diagram for the mechanical
desorption of an adsorbed lattice chain. The region above the
detachment curve �solid curve� corresponds to desorbed
stretched state, the region below the curve to the adsorbed
state. The low-� and high-� asymptotes of the detachment
curve are indicated as the dotted lines.

In the strong adsorption limit the linear asymptotic form
of the coexistence line has a simple physical interpretation.
Following the argument of Mishra et al.13 we write the re-
duced chemical potential of the �fully� adsorbed chain as
	̃ads���=−�−Sads and the chemical potential of the �com-
pletely� stretched chain as 	̃str�u�=−u since the entropy of
the fully stretched state is zero. This leads to the straight line
equation utr=�+Sads with unit slope and intercept Sads, the
entropy of the fully adsorbed state. For a simple cubic lattice
Sads= ln 4 and the intercept is positive.

It is clear from Fig. 2 that in the coordinates �� ,u� the
coexistence curve is monotonic. We show below that re-
entrant behavior appears when the temperature is treated as
an independent variable.

B. Force-temperature phase diagram

So far we used � and u as the control parameters. Both
are inversely proportional to the temperature. The same ap-
plies to the reduced free energies 	̃ads and 	̃str. The yardstick
was the thermal energy kT.

In the remainder of this paper we concentrate on the
temperature dependence. Hence, we keep the adsorption en-
ergy � constant, and we vary � by changing the temperature.
It is then convenient to express all �free� energies in units �:
	 /�= �kT /��	̃, f� /�= �kT /��u, and kT /�=1 /�. It would be
possible to set k=�=�=1 in these expressions, which
amounts to redefining T and f as dimensionless quantities.
We prefer to distinguish between real and dimensionless
temperature, and between real and dimensionless force. We
therefore define the dimensionless quantities

� � 	/�, f � f�/�,

�6�
T � kT/� = 1/�, Tc = 1/�c = 5.485,

where the bold-face symbol indicates that � is the yardstick.
Clearly, the real chemical potential 	 is obtained by multi-
plying � by �, the real force f by multiplying f by � /�, and
the real temperature T by multiplying T by � /k. We assume
that � is strictly enthalpic and we ignore the “hidden” tem-
perature dependence in, e.g., bond length, bond angles, etc.
In an experimental system � might contain an entropic con-
tribution so that it becomes temperature dependent. How-
ever, experimental determination of � is very difficult. In this
paper we avoid these complications and assume constant �
throughout. The relation between � and f �units �� and 	̃ and
u �units kT� is simply �=T	̃ and f=Tu. The critical tem-
perature Tc depends on the lattice type; the value given is for
a six-choice cubic lattice. Adsorption occurs only for T�Tc.

Equations �1�, �4�, and �5� are rewritten with � replaced
by 1 /T, u by f /T, and 	̃ by � /T. The chemical potential of
an adsorbed chain �Eq. �1�� in the absence of a force is

�ads = ��0 = − T ln 6, T � Tc,

T ln��1 − e−1/T���3 + 1/�1 − e−1/T� − 2�� , T 
 Tc.
�
�7�

The asymptotes in the adsorption regime T�Tc are

�ads � �− �25/6Tc��1 − T/Tc�2 − T ln 6, T � Tc,

− 1 − T ln 4, T � Tc.
� �8�

The quadratic dependence 	ads��Tc−T�2 shows that the ad-
sorption of an ideal chain displays a second-order phase tran-
sition.

The free energy of stretching as a function of T is found
from Eq. �4�:

0

2

4

6

0 2 4χ

u
tr

FIG. 2. Phase diagram for mechanical desorption of an ideal lattice chain in
the coordinates �=� /kT and u= f� /kT. The solid curve is Eq. �5�, the dotted
lines are its asymptotes. The intercept of the high-� asymptote is Sads

= ln 4.
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�str = − T ln�4 + 2 cosh�f/T��

� �− f2/6T − T ln 6, f/T � 1,

− f, f/T  1.
� �9�

The low-T limit for 	str is the energy Estr=−f� for the fully
stretched state: 	str=−f� or �str=−f.

Figure 3�a� �solid curve� shows �ads=�ads−�0 as a
function of temperature; its low-T limit is ��ads=−f
+T ln�6 /4�. The dashed curves in Fig. 3�a� give ��str=�str

−�0 as a function of T for four values of f. For T→0, ��str

equals −f+T ln 6.
For a low force �f=1 or below� the curves for 	ads and

	str intersect once: at high T the stretched state is stable, at
low T the chain remains adsorbed. For a high force �f=2.5 in
Fig. 3�a�� the curves do not intersect: 	str�	ads at any tem-
perature and the chain is always stretched. In an intermediate
force interval there are two intersections and, consequently,
the stretched state is re-entered at low T.

The square in Fig. 3�a� corresponds to the situation that
the curves for 	str and 	ads just touch without intersecting;
this happens for a particular value f= f�=2.098 at T� /Tc

=0.308. The force interval where the curves intersect twice is
thus 1� f� f�; then there is a temperature window in which
the chain is adsorbed, and there is re-entrance of the
stretched state at low T.

The equilibrium free energy for f=1.5 is indicated in
Fig. 3�b� as the solid curve with kinks at T1�=0.640Tc� and
T2�=0.069Tc�. At the transition temperatures T1 and T2 the
slope �	 /�T is discontinuous. Consequently, the entropy and
energy show a jump �see also Figs. 9 and 10� and the tran-
sition is first order.

The detachment curve follows from Eq. �5� as

ftr = − T ln��3 + 1/�1 − e−1/T� − 2�

� �5�1 − T/Tc��T/Tc, T � Tc,

1 + T ln 4, T � Tc.
� �10�

The value f=1 for T=0 originates from 	ads=−� and 	str=
−f�, so f�=� or f=1.

A plot of ftr as a function of T is given in Fig. 4, together
with the two asymptotes of Eq. �10�. The region below the

solid curve is the adsorption region, and above this curve the
chain is desorbed. The top of the curve is f� at T�, which
corresponds to the square in Fig. 3�a�.

A horizontal line for a constant force f � f� does not
intersect the detachment curve in Fig. 4: for such a high
force the chain is desorbed at any T. For a low force f�1
there is one intersection: desorption for T�T1, adsorption
for T�T1. In the intermediate force interval 1� f� f� there
are two intersections: now there is detachment at high and
low temperature, and the chain remains adsorbed in a win-
dow T1�T�T2.

The low-T limit of the coexistence line corresponds to
strong adsorption. In this limit f tr���+TSads or, in reduced
form, ftr=1+T ln 4, and f tr increases linearly with increasing
T. On the other hand, the coexistence line decreases linearly
to zero as T approaches the critical temperature Tc. Because
of the different sign of the slope �f tr /�T at both extremes,
there must be an intermediate maximum and, consequently,
re-entrance. The re-entrance behavior in a �T , f� diagram is
directly related to the positive intercept of the strong adsorp-
tion asymptote in the coordinates �� ,u�, see Fig. 2 and its
discussion.

III. AVERAGE PROPERTIES

We consider several chain properties �adsorbed fraction,
average stretching, energy, and heat capacity� as a function
of temperature at a fixed force. This corresponds to making
horizontal cross sections through the �T , f� phase diagram.
We first describe the temperature effects in each of the two
phases, regardless of which phase is the stable one. Then we
refine the picture by selecting for each temperature only the
thermodynamically stable phase with the lowest chemical
potential.

A. Pure adsorbed and stretched states

The average fraction of adsorbed segments is �=
−�	̃ads /��, where 	̃ads is given by Eq. �2�. The result �first
derived by Rubin17� may be written as

−1

−0.5

0

0 0.5 1T/T
c

∆µ

a

f = 1
1.5 2.1

2.5

0 0.5 1
−1

−0.5

0

T/T
c

∆µ

b

T
1

T
2

FIG. 3. �a� Chemical potentials ��ads �solid curve� and ��str �dashed� as a
function of temperature. The dashed curves for ��str are given for f=1
�top�, 1.5, 2.098, and 2.5 �bottom�. The square is the point where, at f= f�

=2.098 and T� /Tc=0.308, �	ads and �	str just touch. �b� The situation at
f=1.5. The equilibrium states ���T� with the lowest free energy are indi-
cated as the thick solid curve, with kinks at the transition temperatures T1

and T2, the unstable states are dotted ���ads� or dashed ���str�.

0

1

2

0 0.5 1

f
tr

T/T
c

f *

FIG. 4. Phase diagram for an ideal lattice chain in f�T� coordinates. The
solid curve is the detachment curve �Eq. �10��. The low-T asymptote �dot-
ted� and high-T asymptote �dashed� are also indicated. In the region 1� f
� f� a horizontal line �i.e., constant force� intersects the solid curve twice, so
there is re-entrance of the stretched state at low T.
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� = �0, T � Tc,

1 −
p

2
+

p
�3 + p

, T 
 Tc, � �11�

where p=1 / �1−e−1/T� is a function of temperature. A plot of
��T� is given later �Fig. 7�. At T=Tc the curve ��T� has a
discontinuity in slope, which leads to a jump in the heat
capacity as discussed below.

The energy of the adsorbed state is simply Eads=−�,
where E is in units �. The entropy �in units k� is given by
TSads=Eads−�ads. The heat capacity C �also in units k� is
�E /�T:

Cads = �0, T � Tc,

1

T2 p�p − 1�
1

2
−

3 + p/2
�3 + p�3/2� , T � Tc. � �12�

Figure 5 gives a plot of Eads and Cads as a function of
temperature. The energy Eads increases from �1 �� units� at
T=0 to zero at T=Tc; for T�Tc its value remains zero. The
heat capacity Cads is zero at T=0 and it increases with T to
�25 /3� /Tc

2=0.277 at T=Tc, where it jumps to zero.
We introduce a stretching parameter �=Z /N, where Z is

the average distance �measured in units �� of the free end
from the surface. For an adsorbed chain �=0 in the limit of
large N, since Z is of order �N or less. In the stretched state
the fraction � of adsorbed segments is zero and the stretching
parameter equals �=−�	̃str /�u or

� =
sinh�f/T�

2 + cosh�f/T�
. �13�

A plot of ��T� is given later �Fig. 8�. The average stretching
energy is Estr=−f� per step. The heat capacity of the
stretched state follows as Cstr= ��Estr /�T� f:

Cstr = 	 f

T
2 1 + 2 cosh�f/T�

�2 + cosh�f/T��2 . �14�

Figure 6 gives a plot of Estr and Cstr as a function of T,
for f=1 �solid curves� and f=2 �dashed�. For very low T,
Estr=−f and it increases monotonically with T toward zero at
very high T. The heat capacity is zero at both extremes, but
it has an intermediate maximum. Since Cstr is a universal
function of f /T, the two curves in Fig. 6�b� differ by a factor
of 2 on the temperature scale; they would coincide when an
abscissa scale T / f is used.

We note that the thermodynamic quantities shown in Fig.
6 are well known functions of the force at fixed temperature,

but the temperature effects themselves are not commonly
discussed. Increasing the temperature leads to an increase in
the elastic modulus of the chain, which results in less stretch-
ing and larger entropy. In another language, for a lattice
chain at low temperature only one microstate with all bonds
oriented along the force field survives, while at high tem-
peratures all six orientations are populated equally. This is
the origin of the characteristic Schottky peak in the heat ca-
pacity; such a peak is well known for two-state systems.29

For example, a spin 1
2 carrying a magnetic moment m in a

magnetic field H has two energy levels +mH and −mH. The
heat capacity is C= �mH /kT�2 /cosh2�mH /kT� per spin,
which gives a similar temperature dependence as in our
model.

The question may arise whether this Cstr�T� curve could
be obtained experimentally. One possibility would be to
study polymer networks under large constant load. However,
the distribution of subchain lengths in real networks would
complicate the total heat capacity curve containing contribu-
tions from subchains with different deformation. Note that
the low-T behavior, including the peak itself, is model de-
pendent. The simple cubic lattice model considered here ob-
viously ignores low-amplitude fluctuations in the torsion
angles of real polymer chains.

B. Adsorbed fraction and stretching degree along
constant-force cross sections of the phase diagram

When a large force f � f� is applied the chain is always
stretched and �=0 at any temperature. In this stretched state
��T� does not depend on the adsorption energy and is a func-
tion of T / f only. When the force is in the interval 1� f� f�,
the chain is desorbed at high temperature, adsorbed in an
intermediate temperature window, and again desorbed at low
T �re-entrance of the stretched state�. This implies that inside
the window all thermodynamic properties are given by the
equations for the adsorbed state, whereas outside this win-
dow the “stretched” versions apply.

Figure 7 shows the dependence ��T� for f=1 �a� and f
=1.5 �b�. The full discontinuous curves describe the equilib-
rium states, the dotted sections give ��T� in the absence of a
force. For f=1 the detachment curve in the phase diagram is
crossed only once. So there is one transition from stretched
�high T� to adsorbed �low T�. For f=1.5 the detachment
curve is crossed twice. Consequently, there is now an adsorp-
tion window where the adsorbed state is stable; outside this
window the chain is stretched. The window exists only for
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FIG. 5. The energy Eads �a� and heat capacity Cads �b� for the adsorbed state
as a function of T. At T=Tc the slope �E /�T is discontinuous; consequently
Cads shows a jump at T=Tc.
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FIG. 6. The energy Estr �a� and heat capacity Cstr �b� for the stretched state
as a function of T. The curves are given for two forces: f=1 �solid� and f
=2 �dotted�.
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1� f� f�, and its width and position depends on the force.
Inside the window � does not depend on the applied force.

Figure 8 shows similar data for the stretching parameter
�, for f=1 �a� and f=1.5 and 2.5 �b�. For f=1 there is again
one transition, with �=0 in the adsorbed state �low T�. For
f=1.5 we see the same adsorption window as in Fig. 7�b�.
For f=2.5 �which is above f�� the chain is stretched at any T.

An intriguing situation appears when the cross section in
Fig. 4 is a horizontal tangent to the top �f=f�� of the detach-
ment curve in Fig. 4. On the one hand, the adsorption win-
dow should degenerate into a single vertical line; on the
other hand the coexistence line is never crossed but only
touched. The behavior of the thermodynamic quantities in
this point is not quite clear and would require further
analysis.

C. Energy and heat capacity

In Fig. 9 we show how the energy and heat capacity
depend on T for f=1, where the detachment curve of Fig. 4 is
crossed once. The dotted curve gives Estr and Cstr, the dashed
curves are Eads and Cads. The thermodynamic equilibrium is
indicated as the solid curve. The energy jumps from Eads to
Estr and the heat capacity C from Cads to Cstr. Moreover,
because E is discontinuous at the transition temperature, C
displays a � peak.

Figure 10 gives the same situation for f=1.8, where the
detachment curve of Fig. 4 is crossed twice. Now we see two
jumps in both E and C. The heat capacity has two � peaks
because �E /�T diverges twice.

IV. EXCLUDED-VOLUME EFFECTS

All the results presented so far were based upon an ideal
six-choice lattice chain, for which excluded-volume effects
are neglected. It is generally understood that these effects can
produce both quantitative and qualitative changes in the be-
havior of polymer systems.30 Excluded-volume effects can
be roughly divided into short range and long range. Short-
range effects are due to steric repulsion of neighboring
monomers. They are model dependent but can be quantita-
tively quite important. As an example we discuss a five-
choice model in which immediate step reversals are forbid-
den. We compare the results with numerical data of
Krawczyk et al.11 and Mishra et al.13 for SAWs on a simple
cubic lattice. The former authors used a so-called flat PERM
algorithm for chain lengths up to N=256; they also extrapo-
lated to N→�. The latter authors calculated the critical de-
sorption force as a function of temperature by exact enu-
meration for N
20, combined with several extrapolation
methods �ratio method, Padé analysis, and differential ap-
proximations� to estimate the long-chain limit.

Long-range effects are due to interactions between
monomers that are quite distant along the chain contour; they
lead to model-independent universal behavior which is de-
scribed by scaling theory. We present such a theory for the
force-temperature phase diagram close to the critical tem-
perature Tc.

A. Five-choice model

An exact theory for a random walk without step rever-
sals and with an arbitrary statistical weight g for a forward
step �in the direction of the previous step� was developed by
Birshtein et al.31 The general form for the stretching free
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FIG. 7. The fraction � of adsorbed segments as a function of T when the
phase diagram of Fig. 4 is crossed at a constant force. At f=1 �a� there is one
transition from stretched to adsorbed. At f=1.5 �b� there are transitions from
stretched to adsorbed and back. The dotted sections represent ��T� in the
absence of a force.
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FIG. 8. The stretching parameter � as a function of T /Tc when the phase
diagram of Fig. 4 is crossed at a constant force: f=1 �a�, and f=1.5 and 2.5
�b�. For f=1 there is one transition from stretched to adsorbed. For f=2.5
�top curve in b� there is no adsorbed state and ��T� is given by Eq. �13� for
any T. For f=1.5 the adsorption window ��=0� is the same as in Fig. 7�b�,
outside this window the chain is stretched. The unstable stretched sections of
��T� are dotted.
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FIG. 9. The energy E �a� and heat capacity C �b� as a function of T /Tc when
the coexistence curve in Fig. 4 is crossed at a constant force f=1. The
dashed parts are for the pure adsorbed state �Fig. 5�, the dotted parts for the
pure stretched state �Fig. 6�. The equilibrium situation is indicated by the
solid curves: they show a jump at T /Tc=0.799 from stretched to adsorbed,
but there is no re-entrance of the stretched state. The heat capacity displays
a � peak.
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FIG. 10. As Fig. 9 but now for f=1.8 where the detachment curve is crossed
twice. There are two jumps both in E and C. The heat capacity has two �
peaks.
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energy is given in Appendix B, and that for the adsorption
free energy in Appendix C. A five-choice model for a flexible
chain �g=1� without step reversal is a special case of these
general equations.

The critical value �c for arbitrary g is given in Eq. �C5�.
Upon substituting g=1 and converting the energy parameter
toward temperature we find

1/Tc = �c = ln�5/4�, Tc � 4.48 �15�

For a five-choice model the free energy of a 3d coil is 	0

=−kT ln 5 or �0 =−T ln 5, and the free energy of a com-
pletely adsorbed 2d chain is 	ads=−�−kT ln 3 or �ads=−1
−T ln 3. The full analytical expressions for 	str and 	ads are
rather complicated, so below we restrict ourselves to the
asymptotic forms for T�Tc and for low T.

The limits for 	ads are given in Eq. �C6�. With g=1 and
T=1 /�:

�ads � �− �50/9Tc��1 − T/Tc�2 − T ln 5, T � T ,

− 1 − T ln 3, T � Tc.
�

�16�

In comparison with Eq. �8� for a six-choice lattice we see a
difference in the entropy terms, and a different prefactor of
the quadratic term.

The limits for the stretching free energy follow in the
same way from Eq. �B11�:

�str = �− f2/4T − T ln 5, f/T � 1,

− f , f/T  1.
� �17�

From 	ads=	str we obtain the asymptotes for the transition
force:

ftr ���10/3��1 − T/Tc��T/Tc, T � Tc,

1 + T ln 3, T � Tc,
� �18�

This form is the same as in Eq. �10� for the six-choice model,
with again a different prefactor and a different low-T en-
tropy.

Figure 11 �solid curve� gives f as a function of T /Tc

according to Eqs. �B10� and �C1�–�C4�, plus the asymptotic
forms of Eq. �18�. The symbols in these diagrams are the
numerical data for SAWs with �=1, taken from Krawczyk et
al.11 �circles� for N=256 and Mishra et al.13 �crosses� for

N→� �extrapolated�. For obtaining T /Tc from these numeri-
cal data we used the estimates Tc=2.8 �Ref. 11� and Tc

=2.5,13 which are the temperatures where in the simulations
the desorption force vanishes.

The analytical detachment curve has the same shape as
in Fig. 4, but the force interval for re-entrance is smaller,
because f� �2.10 for six choice� is smaller �1.58 in Fig. 11�.
With the coordinates used in this figure the simulation data
are rather close to the analytical curve. There is a slight
discrepancy at low T, but the detachment force for T=0 is
the same in all cases. This is because the fully stretched
chain has a length N� regardless whether the chain is self-
avoiding or not. The apparent similarity between simulations
and analytical model is somewhat deceptive, although, be-
cause of the different values of Tc. We return to this issue in
Fig. 12. First we present a scaling theory for long-range
excluded-volume effects that describes the high-T branch of
the detachment curve for an SAW on a simple cubic lattice
provided Tc is accurately known.

B. Scaling description of long-range excluded-volume
effects

In order to develop a scaling picture for the mechanical
desorption of an adsorbed chain, we have to replace the
mean-field exponents used so far by excluded-volume expo-
nents, and we have to find the numerical prefactors. In the
introduction we discussed the scaling behavior of the order
parameter �adsorbed fraction �� close to the critical point.
This may be immediately translated to the scaling behavior
of the adsorption free energy. The free energy per step
counted from the free coil in the limit of long chains may be
written as

�	ads � 0.57�1 − T/Tc�1/�, �19�

where � is the crossover index which is close to 0.5, as
discussed extensively in Sec. I. The numerical constant 0.57
represents a nonuniversal dimensionless amplitude. We esti-
mated this value from MC data of Vrbová et al.32 for an
SAW on a simple cubic lattice.

The response of a chain with excluded-volume interac-
tions to stretching by an external force is directly related to
the distribution of the end-to-end distance r. The scaling
form of this distribution is
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FIG. 11. Phase diagram ftr�T /Tc� for an ideal chain without step reversals
�solid curve� and for self-avoiding walks �symbols� on a simple cubic lat-
tice: circles are for N=256 �Ref. 11�, crosses for N→� �Ref. 13�. The
dotted curves are the analytical asymptotes of Eq. �18�.
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FIG. 12. The phase diagram of Fig. 11 replotted as ftr�T�. The dashed curve
is the scaling description of Eq. �22�, using Tc=3.496 �Ref. 37�. The low-T
asymptote 1+T ln 2.638 �Ref. 37� for an SAW on a cubic lattice is also
indicated.
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W�r/r0� = B1�r/r0�2+��−1�/�exp�− B2�r/r0�1/�1−��� , �20�

where r0=b�N� is the unperturbed end-to-end distance �with
b a model-dependent factor of order unity�, � the Flory ex-
ponent, and �=1.1575�6� the partition function critical
exponent.33 This form was first suggested by Fisher34 and
later refined by des Cloiseaux.30 The two numerical coeffi-
cients are completely determined by the normalization con-
ditions �W�r�dr=1 and �W�r�rdr=r0, which leads to B1

=3.032 and B1=1.084. Although this expression does not
follow from any exact theory and is to some extent an inter-
polation formula with the correct asymptotic behavior, it was
extensively tested by simulations35 and proved to be highly
accurate. This distribution function contains the free energy
of stretching F /T�B2�r /r0�1/�1−��, valid for strong stretching
�rr0�.

The restoring force f =�F /�r��T /r0��r /r0��/�1−�� fol-
lows as the Pincus deformation law.36 It is now possible to
calculate the partition function QN�f�=�exp��−F�z�
+ fz� /T�dz in a constant-force ensemble. Employing saddle-
point integration one obtains �	str /T=C�f /T�1/�. The
prefactor C=b1/����1−��B2�1−1/� contains two universal
constants �B2 and �� and one model-dependent factor
b=r0 / ��N��; for a simple cubic lattice Grassberger37 found
b=1.095. So we obtain

�	str = 0.35 T�f/T�1/�. �21�

Combining Eqs. �19� and �21� we find the asymptotic scaling
form for the transition force:

ftr = 1.34 T1−��1 − T/Tc��/�. �22�

Note that the high-T asymptotes of Eqs. �10� �six choice� and
�18� �five choice� follow the same scaling law with the mean-
field exponents �=�=0.5.

Figure 12 replots the data of Fig. 11 as f�T�, and gives
also the scaling result of Eq. �22�, using �=0.5 and Tc

=3.496. The latter result is due to Hegger and Grassberger38

and seems to be the best estimate available in the literature.
Other reported values range from 3.40 to 3.62.39,40 For N
=256 Krawczyk et al.11 found Tc=2.8, but their extrapolation
to N→� gives Tc=3.27 The value 2.5 by Mishra at al. de-
viates considerably from all other estimates. The origin of
this discrepancy is probably related to the method of estimat-
ing the desorption transition point from the maximum of the
heat capacity, which contains large finite-size corrections that
are difficult to account for. The Mishra result underestimates
the “true” transition temperature by about the same amount
as ideal chain theory overestimates it.

Figure 12 gives also the low-T asymptote ftr=1+TSads,
with Sads= ln 2.638�0.97 for a 2d SAW on a square lattice.37

This slope is close to that in the analytical theory for a five-
choice chain �Eq. �18��, where Sads= ln 3�1.1.

V. STIFFNESS EFFECTS ON THE DETACHMENT
CURVE

All discussion so far referred to flexible chains where the
Kuhn segment length A �in units �� is close to the step
length. In this section we investigate stiffness effects. A stiff-
ness parameter g is introduced as the statistical weight for a

forward step �i.e., in the direction of the previous step�. We
assume that the stiffness parameter g is independent of tem-
perature. In principle, the temperature dependence could be
included by writing g=exp��U /kT� with constant �U for
the difference in energy between forward and perpendicular
steps. However, that would make the already involved equa-
tions �see Appendix C� even more complicated. For the sake
of simplicity we take constant g, which should give insight in
the trends for stiffer chains. In the equations below, we do
not use the parameter g but only the Kuhn length A, defined
as A=1+g /2.

According to Eq. �C5� in Appendix C the critical tem-
perature Tc as a function of A is given by

1/Tc = �c = ln
2 + 2/A

1 + �1 + 4/A2
. �23�

For very stiff chains �c=1 /A and Tc=A. The free energy of
a 3d coil is 	0=−kT ln�2+2A� or �0=−T ln�2+2A� and the
free energy of a 2d adsorbed chain is �ads=−�−kT ln�2A� or
�ads=−1−T ln�2A�.

Exact analytical expressions for 	str �Eq. �B10�� and 	ads

�Eqs. �C1�–�C4�� are presented in Appendixes B and C. Here
we give only the asymptotes. Equation �C6� may be written
as

�ads � �− �B2/6Tc��1 − T/Tc�2 − T ln�2 + 2A� , T � Tc,

− 1 − T ln�2A� , T � T ,
�
�24�

where B2=A−1�A+1�2�A2+4�exp�−2 /Tc�.
Similarly, the asymptotes of 	str follow from Eq. �B11�:

�str = �− Af2/6T − T ln�2 + 2A� , f/T � 1,

− f − T ln�2A − 2� , f/T  1.
� �25�

Combining Eqs. �24� and �25� we find the asymptotic behav-
ior of the detachment curve:

f tr ���B/�A��1 − T/Tc��T/Tc, T � Tc,

1 + T ln�A/�A − 1�� , T � Tc.
� �26�

For A1 Eq. �26� simplifies to

ftr ���Tc − T��T/Tc, T � Tc,

1 + T/A , T � Tc.
� �27�

Figure 13 shows the full detachment curve, calculated ac-
cording to Appendixes B and C, both in the forms f�T /Tc� �a�
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FIG. 13. Effect of chain stiffness on the phase diagram for mechanical
desorption. The detachment curve ftr is plotted as a function of T /Tc �a� and
as a function of T �b�. The value of the Kuhn length is 3/2, 4, 6, and 9, as
indicated.
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and in the form f�T� �b�, for A=3 /2, 4, 6, and 9. There are
several aspects in the way in which the detachment curve
changes as the chain stiffness is increased. In the limit of
large A, Tc�A, which explains the variation of the critical
temperature in Fig. 13�b�. The �negative� slope dftr /dT close
to the critical point becomes independent of stiffness for
large A, as follows from Eq. �27�. At the low-temperature
end the �positive� slope decreases as 1 /A. As a consequence,
the force interval where re-entrance occurs narrows for
stiffer chains: the top f� of the detachment curve decreases
with increasing A.

VI. ZIGZAG CHAIN

Finally, we treat a special lattice model where the re-
entrance effect is absent: a zigzag chain. We define a zigzag
chain as a restricted walk on a simple cubic lattice where
both forward and back steps are forbidden: at each step the
chain has to make a 90° turn. This corresponds to the limit
g=0, A=1 of the general expressions given in Appendixes B
and C.

The critical temperature follows from Eq. �23�:

1/Tc = �c = ln��5 − 1�, Tc � 4.72. �28�

For a zigzag chain the free energy of a 3d coil is 	0=
−kT ln 4 or �0=−T ln 4, and the free energy of a 2d chain is
	ads=−�−kT ln 2 or �ads=−1−T ln 2. The asymptotic forms
for 	ads are a special case of Eq. �24�:

�ads ��− ��5 + �5�2/24Tc��1 − T/Tc�2 − T ln 4, T � Tc

− 1 − T ln 2, T � Tc.
�

�29�

For 	str we cannot use the low-T asymptote of Eq. �25� since
this limit for g=0 is different from that for g�0, see Eq.
�B11�. From the latter equation we find

�str = �− f2/6T − T ln 4, f/T � 1,

− f/2 − T ln 2, f/T  1.
� �30�

From equating the adsorption and stretching free energies the
limiting forms of ftr�T� are found:

ftr � �5 + �5

2
�1 − T/Tc��T/Tc, T � T ,

2, T � Tc.
� �31�

The phase diagram for a zigzag chain is given in Fig. 14,
both in the form f�T /Tc� �a� and as u��� �b�. The solid curves

were calculated from Eqs. �B10� and �C1�–�C4� for g=0, the
asymptotes are given in Eq. �31� or take the simple form u
=2� �b�, see below. The most important difference with the
previous cases is that ftr does not depend on T in the low-T
limit, so there is no re-entrance with decreasing temperature
at a fixed force. The physical background is the following.

For a fully stretched zigzag chain the stretching param-
eter � equals 1

2 because half of the steps are parallel to the
surface. The entropy of such a stretched chain is not zero
since the conformation is a meander line with four choices
per two consecutive steps: Sstr= ln 2. This is exactly the same
value as Ssads, because a 2d zigzag chain has two choices per
step: either left or right. The low-T limit of the coexistence
condition can be written by generalizing the argument dis-
cussed at the end of Sec. II. The chemical potentials �in units
�� are �ads=−1−TSads and �str=−�f−TSstr, which gives

�ftr = 1 + T�Sads − Sstr� . �32�

Since the two entropic contributions are exactly the same,
the low-T slope of the detachment force is zero and its lim-
iting value is ftr=2, consistent with Eq. �31�. Hence, the de-
pendence f tr�T� is monotonic and no re-entrance occurs at
low temperature.

Returning to the coordinates u= f� /kT and �=� /kT, the
detachment curve in the strong adsorption limit takes the
form

�utr = � + �Sads − Sstr� . �33�

For the zigzag model this reduces to utr=2�, which is the
asymptote shown in Fig. 14�b�. We conclude that the value
of the intercept of the asymptotic straight line utr� can be
used as a criterion that defines whether re-entrance occurs:
re-entrance requires a positive intercept.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have analyzed in this paper the temperature depen-
dence of the force needed to detach an infinitely long ad-
sorbed polymer chain. For ideal walks on regular lattices
exact expressions for the partition functions with and without
an external force are available, so that a complete picture of
all relevant thermodynamic quantities is obtained. There is a
critical value of the detachment force f tr at which a polymer
chain desorbs in a first-order phase transition.

The central feature is the force-temperature phase dia-
gram, in which the detachment curve f tr�T� defines the tran-
sition�s� between adsorbed and desorbed �stretched� states.
For most lattice models f tr�T� displays a maximum. This im-
plies that at a some constant force and with decreasing tem-
perature the chain is first desorbed, then adsorbed in some
temperature window, and then desorbed again. Therefore the
stretched state is re-entered. We discussed the temperature
dependence of the energy and the heat capacity upon cooling
within and outside the adsorption window.

We analyzed long-range excluded-volume effects on the
shape of the phase diagram. For temperatures just below the
critical temperature Tc the detachment force scales as f tr

�T1−��1−T /Tc��/�, and we also estimated the numerical
prefactor for SAWs on a simple cubic lattice.
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FIG. 14. Phase diagram for a zigzag chain, in both the coordinates f�T /Tc�
�a� and u��� �b�. The solid curves were calculated from Eqs. �B10� and
�C1�–�C4�. The dotted curves are the asymptotes �Eq. �31� for �a�, 2� for
�b��. There is no re-entrance in �a�, and no intercept in �b�.
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To take into account the steric repulsion of the neighbor-
ing monomers along the chain we used a simple model
where immediate step reversals are forbidden. These analyti-
cal predictions were compared to recent MC simulations for
SAWs �Refs. 11 and 13� on the same lattice. The MC data of
Ref. 13 are rather inaccurate for temperatures close to the
critical adsorption temperature Tc, as evaluated indepen-
dently in other studies. However, when the data are replotted
as f tr versus T /Tc, the results for the analytical five-choice
model and SAWs are very close.

We also discussed the effect of chain stiffness on the
shape of the phase diagram, using correlated walks on a lat-
tice. For very stiff chains the critical temperature Tc increases
linearly with the Kuhn length A, the �negative� slope of the
detachment line close to critical point is independent of A,
and the �positive� low-temperature slope decreases as 1 /A.
As a result, the range of forces where re-entrance occurs
narrows. We conclude that a re-entrant �T , f� phase diagram
is the general situation for lattice models. We found only one
exception: a zigzag chain where both forward and back steps
are forbidden does not show re-entrance.

In the coordinates u= fl /kT and �=� /kT the coexistence
curve utr��� is always monotonic. It approaches a straight
line at large � �strong adsorption�. The intercept of this
straight line can be used as a criterion that defines whether
re-entrance occurs upon decreasing the temperature at con-
stant force. Re-entrance is found only when the intercept of
the asymptotic straight line utr��� is positive.

In conclusion we put forward two questions:

�1� Does the re-entrance effect exist in off-lattice models,
for example in the Grest–Kremer model,41 or in more
realistic models of polymer chains?

�2� What is the influence of stiffness on the re-entrance
effect for nonideal chains?

We know of only one paper42 on mechanical desorption
using MD simulations according to the Grest–Kremer model.
Although the simulation data were not analyzed using �f ,T�
independent parameters, the intercept of the limiting straight
line utr��� seems to be negative, so we conclude that this
model does not show a re-entrant phase diagram. For the
moment, it is an open question whether this applies to all
off-lattice models.

The second question was not investigated systematically,
except for a single publication of Kierfeld reporting MC
simulations14 for stiff and relatively short chains, containing
100 monomer units but only two to five Kuhn segments. The
phase diagram for these chains is similar to Fig. 13 for lattice
chains, but it is steeper around the critical temperature. We
suggest that in this region finite-size effects are important.
Calculations for longer chains would be needed to resolve
this issue.

Finally, we return to the analogy between the unzipping
of DNA and the mechanical desorption of a polymer chain,
as mentioned in the introduction. We speculate on the impor-
tance of the re-entrance effect in �T , f� coordinates for force-
induced DNA denaturation. It is well known that double-
stranded native DNA is quite stiff, with a persistence length
close to 50 nm �so the Kuhn length is �100 nm�.43 There-

fore, one could expect that its entropy in the fully bound
state is rather small compared to a single strand completely
adsorbed on a solid surface. In the unzipped state a single
DNA strand is flexible: its typical Kuhn length is close to 1.5
nm.44,45 It was demonstrated experimentally by AFM �Refs.
46 and 47� that strong deformation of flexible chains is very
well described by the Langevin formula.48 This implies that
the conformation-dependent entropy of the chain backbone
tends to zero upon approaching the fully stretched state.
Probably, in the low-temperature limit �S vanishes and ac-
cording to the general thermodynamic relation �Eqs. �32� and
�33�� the re-entrance effect for mechanical unzipping of
double-stranded DNA is either nonexistent or at best very
small. On the other hand, in the mechanical desorption of a
single DNA strand from a solid adsorbing surface the en-
tropy of the fully adsorbed state is likely to be quite consid-
erable, which then would lead to re-entrance.
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APPENDIX A: ADSORPTION AND STRETCHING FREE
ENERGY FROM THE GRAND CANONICAL
ENSEMBLE

Rubin17 derived the relation between the free energy and
the adsorption energy for a lattice chain in the absence of a
force, in the limit N→�. His procedure may be generalized
to include the effect of a force f acting on the end point as
well, giving rise to an elastic energy contribution.

Like Rubin, we consider a grand canonical �gc� en-
semble, where the length of the chain, as well as the lengths
of trains and loops and the �one� tail are fluctuating. We need
the statistical weights related to the free energy 	 �with re-
spect to a rod�, to the adsorption energy −�, and to the de-
formation energy −f�. We define those statistical weights as

� = e−	̃, q = e�, z = eu, �A1�

where 	̃=	 /kT, �=� /kT, and u= f� /kT. The parameters �
and q take their lowest values �c and qc in the critical point.
On a simple cubic lattice �c=6 and qc=6 /5 for a six-choice
walk, �c=5 and qc=5 /4 for a five-choice walk �no back
step�, and �c=4 and qc= �5−1 for a four-choice walk �zig-
zag chain�. The weights �, q, and z enter the partition func-
tions Qs, Ql, and Qt for a train, a loop, and the �one� tail,
respectively, consisting of n units. The gc partition functions
for trains, loops, and the tail become:
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�s��,q� = �
n=1

�

Qs��,q��−n, �l��� = �
n=1

�

Ql����−n,

�A2�

�t��,z� = �
n=1

�

Qt��,z��−n.

A tethered chain has always a train at the beginning, a
tail at the end, and an alternation of loops and trains in be-
tween. Hence, the gc partition function of the chain as a
whole has the form

� = �s�t�1 + �s�l + ��s�l�2 + ¯� =
�s�t

1 − �s�l
. �A3�

From the generating function method it is well known
that the chemical potential is defined as the simple pole of �.
Hence, at any q and/or z the corresponding value of � is
found as the solution of the equation

1

���,q,z�
=

1 − �s��,q��l���
�s��,q��t��,z�

= 0. �A4�

The solution of �s�l=1 gives �ads of the adsorbed state, and
the solution of 1 /�t=0 provides �str of the stretched state;
the equilibrium situation corresponds to �=max��ads ,�str�. In
the stretched state �str does not depend on the adsorption
energy.

Below, we restrict ourselves to a simple cubic lattice.
Rubin derived � as a function of � and q, without giving
explicit expressions for the partial contributions �s and �l.
However, these are easily derived using his general proce-
dure, and we can extend this procedure to also find u���.

1. Six-choice walk

The train contribution is

�s = �q/���1 + 4q/� + �4q/��2 + ¯� =
1

�/q − 4
. �A5�

In the critical point, where �c /qc=5, �s=1. For high ���s

→�� we have �=4q.
The loop contribution may be written as

�l = e−acosh y = y − �y2 − 1, y =
1

2
�� − 4� . �A6�

In the critical point ��c=6� y=1 and �l=1, and �l=1 /2y
=1 /� for high � where �l goes to zero.

The tail partition function �t in the presence of a force
was derived by Zhulina �unpublished results�:

�t =
�l

e−u − �l
. �A7�

In the adsorption region ��=e−	̃ads� Eq. �A4� in the form
1 /�s=�l gives the relation between q and �:

q =
�

�/2 + 2 − ���/2 − 2�2 − 1
, � =

p
�3 + p − 2

,

�A8�

p =
q

q − 1
.

With 	̃ads=−ln �, the second form is Eq. �1� of the main
paper.

In the desorption region �=e−	̃str. From Eq. �A4� in the
form 1 /�t=0 we find with Eq. �A7� u=acosh y. Hence, y
=cosh u or �=4+2 cosh u, which gives Eq. �4� of the main
paper.

The detachment curve is found from 	ads=	str, or 4
+2 cosh u= p / ��3+ p−2�, which may be rewritten as 2
+e−u=�3+ p. This leads to Eq. �5� of the main paper.

2. Four-choice walk „zigzag chain…

Expressions for �s and �l have been derived by Po-
lotsky �unpublished results�. The train contribution is

�s =
4

�

q2

� − 2q
. �A9�

In the critical point �s=1 and �c=4, so qc follows as �5
−1. For high ���s→���=2q.

The loop contribution may be written in the same way as
Eq. �A6�, but with a different form for the parameter y:

�l = e−acosh y = y − �y2 − 1, y = 1
8��� − 2� . �A10�

Again we have y=1 in the critical point, but now y=�2 /8
and �l=1 /2y=4 /�2 for large �. From 1 /�s=�l we find the
relation between y �or �� and q:

2q2�y − �y2 − 1� + �q − 1��1 + �1 + 8y� − 4y = 0. �A11�

This relation is identical to an earlier result derived by
Rubin,18 who used the form 2 /q2− t /q+ t /2−1
+��1− t��1+ t2 /4+ t3 /4�=0, with t=4 /�. Equation �A11�
gives an explicit form q��� by solving the quadratic equation
in q. A closed solution for y�q� or ��q� is possible but com-
plicated, since Eq. �A11� is quartic in y.

At the critical point �y=1� we find again qc= �5−1. For
high � Eq. �A11� reads q�−�2 /2=0 or �=2q, the same re-
sult as followed from Eq. �A9�.

In the desorption region we can again use Eq. �A7�:
cosh u=y, which now gives

cosh u = 1
8��� − 2� � = 1 + �1 + 8 cosh u . �A12�

This relation may also be derived from the transfer matrix
�Appendix B, Eq. �B10� with g=0�.

The detachment curve is obtained by using the same � in
Eqs. �A11� and �A12�. An explicit solution u�q� or q�u� is
cumbersome, but the solution is easily found parametrically:
for given � we calculate q from Eq. �A11� and the corre-
sponding u from Eq. �A12�. Asymptotic forms for � close to
4 and for large � are easily obtained as u�q� or u���, which in
the main paper �Eq. �31�� is translated toward f�T�.
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3. Five-choice walk „no back step…

Also for this case Polotsky derived the partition func-
tions for trains and loops. The train part is

�s =
4

�

q2

� − 3q
. �A13�

In the critical point ��c=5� we have qc=5 /4, and �=3q for
high �.

The loop contribution is slightly more complicated than
in Eqs. �A6� and �A10�:

�l =�5

4

�

� + 1
�y − �y2 − 1�,

�A14�

y =
�5

16

�4 − 3�3 − �2 − 5� − 4

����� + 1�
.

Unlike in the previous cases the parameter y is not exactly
unity in the critical point: yc= ��2401 /2400�=49 / �20�6�.
That is why there is now a prefactor ��5 /4�� / ��+1�, which
varies from ��25 /24� in the critical point to ��5 /4� for high
�. For large � we have y= ��5 /16��2 and �l=�5 /y
= �4 /��2.

From 1 /�s=�l we obtain the relation between q and �:

��/q�2 − 3��/q� − 4�l = 0. �A15�

A closed solution for ��q� does not exist, but the inverse
relation q��� is easy by solving the quadratic equation in
1 /q. At the critical point ��l=1� we have �c /qc=4, for high
� Eq. �A15� reduces to �� /q�2−3�� /q�=0 or �=3q, as found
above.

For a five-choice walk no solution for �t is known; Eq.
�A7� does not apply. However, the relation between � and u
may be derived from the transfer matrix �see Appendix B,
Eq. �B10� with g=1�:

cosh u =
�2 − 4� + 5

2�
. �A16�

The detachment curve is again found parametrically, by
calculating q from Eq. �A15� and u from Eq. �A16� for given
�. Explicit asymptotic forms for � close to 5 and for large �
are available; they are given in the main paper �Eq. �18�� in
the form f�T�.

APPENDIX B: STRETCHING FREE ENERGY FOR
CHAINS WITH AND WITHOUT STIFFNESS

The stretching free energy is easily calculated from the
transfer matrix. The method is based upon recurrence equa-
tions expressing the partition function Z�N+1� for N+1 par-
ticles �or steps� in terms of Z�N�. The method was first in-
troduced in the context of the 1d Ising model with nearest-
neighbor interactions.49 Because of the close analogy with
ideal walks with short-range correlations on a lattice, this
matrix method can be applied also for evaluating the parti-
tion function of stretched lattice chains.

We first consider a random walk on a simple cubic lat-
tice in the presence of a dipolar orienting field equivalent to
the dimensionless end-force u= f� /kT directed away from

the surface. Steps parallel to the field are assigned a weight
eu, antiparallel steps have a weight e−u, and steps normal to
the field have weight unity.

We introduce a vector Z�N� of restricted partition func-
tions with three components Zi�N�, where i indicates the di-
rection of the last step: parallel �i=1�, normal �i=2�, or an-
tiparallel �i=3� to the field. The recurrence equations for a
random walk are as follows:

Z1�N + 1� = eu�Z1�N� + Z2�N� + Z3�N�� ,

Z2�N + 1� = 4�Z1�N� + Z2�N� + Z3�N�� , �B1�

Z3�N + 1� = e−u�Z1�N� + Z2�N� + Z3�N�� .

The factor 4 in the middle equation represents the four
choices for steps normal to the field.

Equation �B1� may be written more compactly in matrix
form:

Z�N + 1� = TZ�N� , �B2�

where the transfer matrix T is given by

T = � eu eu eu

4 4 4

e−u e−u e−u� �B3�

When we start from N=1 Eq. �B2� reads

Z�N + 1� = TNZ�1� . �B4�

For large N the precise form of Z�1� does not matter:
Zi�1�=1 for any i is adequate. According to standard matrix
algebra Z�N�=�iZi�N� can be written in terms of the three
eigenvalues �i of the matrix T:

Z�N + 1� = �
i=1

3

�i
N. �B5�

The eigenvalues are found from the characteristic equation
resulting from setting the determinant of T−�I �where I is
the identity matrix� zero:

�T − �I� = 0. �B6�

In our case the characteristic equation is cubic in �.
For large N the sum in Eq. �B5� is dominated by the

largest eigenvalue �max:

Z�N� = �max
N . �B7�

The free energy per step is given by 	̃=−N−1 ln Z=
−ln �max. Henceforth, we omit the subscript max, so �=e−	̃

has the same meaning as in Appendix A �Eq. �A1��.
In the absence of a force eu=e−u=1. The characteristic

equation for Eq. �B3� in this form then gives �2��−6�=0, so
�=6 and 	̃= 	̃0=−ln 6, as used in Eq. �1� of the main paper.
When u�0, Eq. �B6� takes the form �2�4+2 cosh u−��=0.
Hence, �=4+2 cosh u, which was also found from Appen-
dix A 1 and immediately leads to Eq. �4� of the main paper.

In this formalism, it is now very easy to ascribe different
statistical weights to certain steps; now the walk is no longer
random. We can also include a stiffness parameter g. For
example, when immediate step reversals are eliminated and a
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forward step �i.e., in the direction of the previous step� car-
ries a weight g, the recurrence relations �Eq. �B1�� are modi-
fied, leading to the following transfer matrix:

T = �geu eu 0

4 2 + g 4

0 e−u ge−u� �B8�

The characteristic equation is

�3 − �2 + g + 2g cosh u��2 + �g2 + 2�g2 + 2g − 4�cosh u��

+ g�8 − 2g − g2� = 0 �B9�

or

cosh u =
1

2�

g3 − �g2 + �2��� − 2� + g��2 − 8�
g2 − g�� − 2� − 4

. �B10�

A closed form ��u� for given g is possible, but too cumber-
some to write out. The special cases g=0 �zigzag chain� and
g=1 �no back step� have already been discussed in Appendix
A.

Equation �B10� has the following limits:

� � ��c�1 + �A/6�u2� , � � �c,

geu, �  �c,g � 0,

2eu/2, �  �c,g = 0,
� �B11�

where the critical value of � and the Kuhn length A �in units
�� are defined as

�c = 4 + g, A = 1 + g/2. �B12�

We used these asymptotic forms in the main paper to obtain
	str�T� �Eq. �30� for g=0, Eq. �17� for g=1, and Eq. �25� for
arbitrary g�.

Equation �B10� gives the relation between u and � for
arbitrary g. In order to find the detachment curve we need
also the relation between q and �. We discuss that relation in
Appendix C.

APPENDIX C: ADSORPTION FREE ENERGY FOR
CHAINS OF ARBITRARY STIFFNESS

A strict theory for the adsorption of lattice chains with
arbitrary stiffness on a solid plane was presented by Birsh-
tein et al.,31 for a simple cubic lattice where the back step
was forbidden. Chain stiffness was introduced by assigning a
statistical weight g to a forward step, in the direction of the
previous step. Four steps perpendicular to previous step have
a statistical weight unity. Attachment to the surface results in
a statistical weight q=e�. As shown before �Eq. �A8��, a
convenient parameter is p=q / �q−1� instead of q.

The chemical potential of a chain �counted from a rod� is
	̃=min�	̃0 , 	̃ads� where 	̃0=−ln �c=−ln�4+g� and 	̃ads=
−ln �, and �=��g , p� is the maximal root of the equation:

Ap2 + Bp + C = 0, �C1�

where A, B, and C are a function of � and g as follows:

A = 1 − x5 − x8,

B = �x1x8 + x5x4� − �x2x7 + x3x6� − �x1 + x4� , �C2�

C = x1x4 − x2x3.

The coefficients xi depend on � and g. In the equations below
we use the abbreviations a=�−g, b=�−g−2, c=ab−4, and
d=gb+4.

x1 = �cY0 − dY1, x2 = �aY0 + �Y1,

x3 = 4�aY0 − 4gY1, x4 = �a2Y0 − 2�gY1,

�C3�
x5 = − gcY0 − gbY1, x6 = − cY0 − bY1,

x7 = − 4agY0 − 4gY1, x8 = − 4aY0 − 4Y1,

where Y0 and Y1 are defined as

Y0 =
1

�P�P + 4�d
, Y1 =

Y0P − 1

2d
, P = a�c − 4� . �C4�

Equation �C1� provides for any g the relation p���, which is
easily converted toward q���. Combining this with u��� as
given in Eq. �B9� allows the calculation of the detachment
curve for arbitrary g.

For interpreting the trends, it is useful to have limiting
forms of the complicated equations above. We first consider
the critical point, where �c and qc take their lowest values.
Clearly, �c=4+g, see Eq. �B12�. The critical value qc de-
pends on g as follows:

qc =
2�c

�c − 2 + ���c − 2�2 + 16
=

2�A + 1�
A + �A2 + 4

, �C5�

where A=1+g /2 �Eq. �B12��. The critical value �c follows
as 	c=ln qc. For very stiff chains qc=1+1 /A and �c=1 /A.

The asymptotic forms ��q� for arbitrary g can now be
written as

� = ��c�1 +
�c

2

qc
2

A2 + 4

12A
�� − �c�2� , � � �c,

�2 + g�q , �  �c,
� �C6�

These limits, in the form 	ads�T�, have been used in the main
paper �Eq. �29� for g=0, Eq. �16� for g=1, and Eq. �25� for
arbitrary g�.
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